Study objective-Northern Ireland has the highest standardised mortality ratios for colon cancer Measurements and main results-As in mainland Britain, rectal cancer mortality declined in the north and the south during the study period, but the fall began sooner for males than females. Colon cancer mortality fell in the late 1950s but subsequently rose to its previous high levels.
Mortality from colorectal cancer in the British Isles has changed considerably during this century. There have been important declines in age standardised death rates in England, Wales and Scotland.'13 Though broadly parallel trends have emerged, the mortality rate in Scotland has remained higher than in England and Wales for 70 years. 4 Northern Ireland has the highest standardised mortality ratios for colon cancer within the United Kingdom5 (fig 1) , and the Republic of Ireland shares with New Zealand some of the highest national mortality rates in the world. 6 7 Variations in mortality over the last 30 years in Northem Ireland Cohort/Age-The effect of fitting cohort after fitting age Period/Age, cohort-The effect of fitting period after fitting age and cohort Cohort/Age, period-The effect of fitting cohort after fitting age and period * p <0-05; t p <0-01; t p <0001; # non-significant after allowing for extra Poisson variation.
significance. Line 4 shows that, in every case, cohort effects were no longer significant after adjustment for age and period. In most cases, secular trends could therefore be explained satisfactorily either by period or cohort effects, and it was not necessary to include both period and cohort effects. Only for Republic of Ireland males were period effects clearly preferable.
The limited evidence available would therefore appear to support period effects in preference to cohort effects for the explanation of Irish mortality trends.
Discussion
The purpose of this paper is to describe the trends in colorectal cancer in Ireland, north and south, and to put these trends in the context of the mainland Britain trends over the same period. It is not the intention to enter into the continuing debate on the usefulness of particular methods of separating the effects of age, periods or cohort from a vital rate matrix. '2 As has been indicated elsewhere1 2 Trends in colorectal cancer mortality both in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland do not mirror the changes in mainland Britain. In particular, the Irish data are characterised by continuing high male colon cancer mortality rates and only a very recent decline in female colorectal cancer mortality rates. The explanation for these differences must await a more adequate paradigm than ecological inference can provide.
